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By W. S. I&ler, E. D. Abraham, and H. J. Grover

SUMMARY

Fatigue tests were made in rotqting bending on severely notched
bars machined from 2024-T4 alunrhnnn-aUoy extruded round rob. Two
sizes of specimens were studied, l/4-inchdiameter and 2-~h-diameter
specimens. The smaller spectiens were notched with a V-ggoove smd had
notch severities Kt of 5.2. The luger specimens also contained

V-grooves with notch severities K+ = 5.2 and U. 9.

It was found that, unlike behavior scmetimes observal for unnotched
and mildly notched bars, fatigue cracks tiitiated esrly h the ltietime
of the severely notched spechens. b the case of the l/4-tich+3.iameter
bars, initiation occurred (at a test stress of 22.5 ksi) in less than
0.25 percent of the average life-timeof the specimen.

It appesr~ that cracks in lsrge+liameter specimens had a pericd
of rapid crack growth followed by a marked tapering off in rate of crack
propagation. This
residual stresses,
Other factors also

behavior msy have been ass~ciata with compressive
which were demonstrated qualitatively to be present.
mq have influenced this behavior.

INI!RODUYL!ION

Considerable study has been given to the gowth of fatigue cracks
ti small unnotched and mildly notched bars (for example, refs. 1 to 4).
The evidence available suggests that such cracks form titer an appreci-
able percentage of lifetime at a given stress and propagate slowly at
first ● At some stage, acceleration of crack growth occurs, which finally
terminates in failure of the specimen.

Such studies on severely notched bars have been limited in extent
(ref. 5). However, reference 5 shows that fatigue cracks were formed
esxly in the lifettie of spectiens that were tested near the fatigue
limit.

This investigationwas initiatal as a notch-size-effect program on
2024-~ ahmdnum alloy; however, as a result of the first series of tests
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2 NACA TM 3685

on l.arge-dismeterseverely notched bars, the mphasis of the program was
shtited toward a Umited study of crack Mtiation and propagation. The
results of the study are presented and discussed in this report.

The program was conducted at Battelle Memorial Ihstitute under the
sponsorship and with the fhancial assistance of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.

The material used in this investigationwas 3-inch-diameter extruded
2024-T4 aluminum alloy. It was purchased by the NACA from the Almni?nm
Company of America and consisted of bars from one heat cut to approxi-
mately U-foot lengths. As discussed in the appendix, a nunber of bars
were exsmhed using ultrasonic methds to screen out material containing
metallurgical defects such as porosity and ticlusions.

FoXLow3ng such inspection, stankrd O.505-inch~iameter tensile
spectiens were sectioned from a number of the bars. The locations of
these specimens with respect to the cross section of the bar were
(1) along the axis of the bar, and (2) along an axis parallel to the
& SXiS but displaced radially 1 inch. ~is l_atteraxis location CO~.
tided with the minimum section diameter of the large notched bars. The
area from which these specimens were taken corresponded generally to the
srea from which l/4-inch-dismeter spectmns were sectioned.

Tensile tests were made in a I?aldwin-%uthwarkuniversal testing
mactie equipped with an autographic load-strain recorder. Strati gages
were used on two specimens for more accurate determination of the modulus
of elastici@. The results of the tests are presented h table 1. Average
mechanical properties obtained on specimens section~ from seven bars are
as follows:

Location Ulttite Yield Reduction Modulus of
of strength, stiength, of sxea, elastici~,

specimen ksi ksi percent psi

Center of bar T2.4 50.3 12.7 107

1 inch off
center of bar 65.8 45.1 15.3 107
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It is a~arent that some slight
exists over the cross section of the
associated with the amount
over the cross section.

3

difference h mechanical properties
rods. This dtiference probably is

of working or the degree of recrystallization

SPEcJMms

The spectiens were notch~ with V-grouves with root diameters of
1/4 inch or 2 tithes. Specimens were sectioned from the 3-inch-dismeter
round bars as shown in figure 1. Note that the l/4-tich-diameter speci-
mens were sectioned so that the sxis of the specimens passed through a
circle 2 inches in dismeter (equivalentto the large-spectienminimum
dismeter).

Four types of spectiens were tested. These consisted of unnotched
l/4-inch-dismeter specimens, notched l/4-tnch+iismeter specimens, and
notched 2-inch-diameter spechens with two notch severities. Notch dimen-
sions were
severity.
listing is

such that they covered a wide range of root radii and notch
On the basis of tiormation in reference 6, the followtng
a complete description of notched spectien details:

where

%

and where

r

P’

Minimum
section
diameter,

in.

Notch
depth,

in.

0.25
2.00
2.00

0.031
.25
.25

Root
radius,

in.

0.002
.002
.016

w
_i!-EE_

Neuber’s technical stress-concentrationfactor,

1 +(% - 1)/(1+ ~~ (ref. 6) -

notch radius

Neuber’s material constant, assumed to be 0.02

_____ — .
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b the derivation of ~, the flank angle a is assumed to be zero.

Other details of the test specimens sre shown in f@e 2.

Machining of all specimens was carried out on a lathe. Unnotched
specimens were rough machined to a dimension about 0.010 inch oversize.
This was followed by two finer cuts which removed about 0.006 inch and
0.004 inch successively. -Follcndng machhng, the umnotched spectiens
were carefully polishd in a special polish- machine. The procedure
involved the use, successively, of polishing belts of 24o grit, 400 grit,
and 600 git. The finer the grit size, the less material ranoved so &t
about O.0~ inch of material was polishd off with the 60@rit belt.
At the conclusion of the polishing operation, polisklng scratches ran
nearly longitudinal to the specimen =is. Surface roughness was in the
range 2 to 5 microfiches root mean square.

Notches were machined USX a ground-to-shape cutting tool. The
procedure for mactiing the l/4-tich+liameter specimens was to feed the
cutthg tool slowly into the specimen to the a~opriate depth. The
crossfeed mechanism was stopped and the specimen was tinned 1 revolution;
the cwttiug tool then was backed off. Ctiting oil was used during the
machining operation. me spectiens were turned at 18 rpm. Crossfeed
was set at about 0.0023 inch per spectien revolution. Each specimen wu
checked for notch depth and contour on a 50:1 shadowgraph. The notches
were not polished after completion of machining.

A similar procedme was adopted for the large-diameter specimens.
The only departure was that after the crossfeed mechanism was stopped,
the spectien tmmed slowly until the spiral chip broke free. The cutting
tool then was backed off. This expedient was adopted to prevent tool
chatter at the root of the notch.

Fatigue tests were carried out on two kinds of rotating-besm
machines. The R. R. Moore machine was used to test the l/4-inch-
diameter specimens. This machine hposed pure bending on the specimens
and was operated at about 10,000 cpm.

The 2-inch-diameter specimens were tested in a ICrouserotattig
cantilever-beammachine, having a capaci~ of 60,000 inch-poumis of
bending moment. It was operated at about 1,750 cpm.

These machines @iffer in type of loading and ti speed. However,
previous experience has not shown these differences to be significant
in this @_pe of fatigue test.
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. Prelhnimxy

EmmmmTM PROGRAM

Study of lfi-Ihch-DiameterSpecimems

~itial fatigue tests on l&tich-dismeter specimens were run to
block out S-N curves for unnotchd specimens and notched specimens

(Kt s 5.2, r = 0.002 tich). Data obtatied on the initial tests are

listed in table II snd sre shown in figure 3.

Esthated fatigue limits at 107 cycles of unnotched specimens and
of notched spectiens were 24.5 ksi and 17.0 ksi, respectively. The
fati~e notch factor Kf computed from these values was 1.45 which was

somewhat lower than anticipated.

Prelindnsry Study of 2-Inch-Dismeter Specimens

Prior to continubg further work on sma~-diameter specim=, the
behavior of large-dismeternotched specimens was explored. The first
large spectien (B-2) tested in rotating bending had a notch with
~ .5.2. The test stress was 22.5 hi, which according to figwe 3

was believed sufficientlyhigh to provide failure in less than 106 cycles.

At about 5 x 106 cycles, the test was stopped to exadne the notch
root. Considerable debris was observed at the notch root and also direct
evidence of a gaping crack. The notch root was photographed and the
spectien was sectioned and examined metallographicallly.Figures 4 * 5

show the nature of the notch root sfter about 5 x 106 cycles of reversed
22.5-ksi stress. The following observations summsrize essential details
of the three photographs:

(1) Two almost conttiuous cracks traverse the notch root .
cticumferential.ly.

‘ (2) Occasional areas exist at the notch root from which large pieces
of material appear to have fallen out.

(3) Fatigue cracks initiatd on the surface some distance away from
the minimum section diameter.

(4) Propagation of the cracks was toward the center of the bar @
in some cases ~iassuch that cracks joined, enabling material between the
cracks to fall out.

(5) AS a res~t of deformation dur~ cyclic stressbg the contour
of the notch root was changed from cticulsr to U-shap@ as shown in
figu&es ~(a) and 5(b).

———. . .—— —
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The depth
to O.~ inch.
0.042 inch.

NACA TN 3685

of crack penetration was found to be in the range O.@O
The average crack depth (from two measurements) was

Factors which might relate to the apparently nonpropagating or
slowly propagating crack were considered. The fatigue machine is a
constant-load machine. Therefore, if a crack is formed, it should
propagate to failure umless metallmgical or other effects inhibit
crack ~owth.

It was thought that extmeme fibering of structure might produce
the observed behavior. However, examination of a @pical section of
the structure yielded no proof of such a markedly fibered material.
Other metallographic study (for example, hardness measurements) did not
disclose positive reasons for observed behavior. Figure 6 shows @oop
hardness numbers taken at various locations on the section obsemed in
figure 4. No trend h hardness ~adient was observed in any direction.

Stice notches were not polished sfter machining, there was the
possibility that residual machm stiesses might have influenced
results. A second specimen was tested under identical stress conditions

to a ltietime of about 8 x 106 cycles. Failure did not OCCU; however,
severe cracking was present. The notch was remachined and polished with
a rotating copper wire (abrasivewas FFFF Turkish aery dust in kerosene

oil). The specimen was retested and survived about 9 x 106 cycles. A
noticeable crack again was in evidence. The spectien then was tested
to failme at 27.5 ksi.

The single experiment suggested that machining stresses may not
have played a significant role in the observed behavior of the large
notched spechen.

Other residual stresses may be more importsmt. Such stresses ~
wise from heat _&ea_&nentand aging and may be effective over a more
general area of the round bar. Accordingly, a simple residual-stress
study was made to determine qualitativelythe existence of such gross
stress patterns.

The expertient tnvolved sectioning two exlamded rods (one, 3 inches
h diameter; the other, lathe turned to 2 inches in diameter) with a
bandsaw slong a diametral plane. Diameter measurements were tskn at
the end of the spectien at which the saw cut was initiated. lb both
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cases, the saw cut closed up when the cut was 2 or 3 diameters in length.
Data obtatied are as follows:

3-inch-dismet= specimen 2-inch-dismeter spectien

Depth of Dismeter, Chsmge in Depth of Diameter, -e ~
cut, in. in. diameter, in. cut, in. in. diameter, in.

o 2.997 0 0 2.000 0
1 2 ● 993 -.004 1 1.998 -.002

2=984 -.o1.3 1.993 -.oq’
; 2.972 -.025 ; 1.986 -.014
4 2.957 -.C40 4 1.975 -.025
5 2.943 -.@ 1.963 -.037

2 1.98 -.052

These values smest that compressive residual stresses of appreciable--
magnitude are at the surface ~f the 3-inch round rod and also at a depth
equivalent to the notch-root dismeter.

With such stresses, it is possible that propagation of fatigue
cracks might be stopped or slowed down. The clifference in behavior of
largedismeter notched bars and small-diameter notched bars might reflect
nearly complete relaxation of stress in the small bars as a result of
sectiontige On the basis of these observations, it was thought that
continuation of the originsd.progrsm might provide data not readily
generdizable to notch-size effect. Accordingly, it was decided to
ikdy, on a lhrlted scale, crack prop~tion fi
notched bars.

Study of l/4-mch-Dismeter Notched

the large and smalJ-

Spedmens ‘

Crack-propagation studies of l/4-inch-diameter notched specimens
were carried out chiefly at two stress levels, 22.5 ksi and 35.0 ksi.
It was thought possible to detect “first crackhg” by visual examination
under low-power magnification of the notch root while the specimen was
under some nominal load less thsm the test load. While such a technique
was helpful in detecting the early stages of cracldng, it was not a
particularly sensitive procedwe (for a notched specimen with an
O.002-inch root radius). The actual.method used was merely that of
running a specimen to some predeterdned lifetime, sectioning the speci-
men, and measuring the depth of crack penetration. Jn general, crack
depth was determtied on four cross sections for each specimen.

-.

. -— .—. — —.. .—
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in
Data obtained from this study

the table for each specimen are
are presented in table III. Zr.lcluded
nuniberof cycles of stress and crack-

depth measurements on the four sections. The last column in the table
co&ains the average crack depths. It is of interest to note that the
two specimens tested at 20.0 ksi which survived more than 10,000,000 cycles
had fatigue cracks on the order of O.~ tich deep. Two other spectiens
tested at this stress failed in less than 5,000,000 cyclese This suggests
that, had the former tests been conttiuedj the cracks might have caused
failure.

Data on spectiens tested at 22.5 ksi and at 35.0 ksi sre plotted
h figure 7. The points represent the average crack depth obtained
generally from four measuranents on each specimen. At the top of the
graph, roughly corresponding to the radius of the specimen, are indicated
the estimated failure ranges of spectiens tested at each stress level.
Also indicated in the figme are bands to represent the scatter in crack-
depth-lifetxbne observations.

A nmber of comments can be made concerning the plotted data as
follows:

(1) At 22.5 ksi, fatigue cracks apparently developed at lifetties
in the range 100 to 1,0~ cycles, although failure lifetties were con-
siderably greater than this lifetime range.

(2) At 35.0 ksi, cracks may have been present tn less -100 cycles.

(3) 12ropagationof the crack at 22.5 ksi a~ently is quite slow
over an appreciable portion of the lifetime. At some stage, however,
acceleration of crack growth takes place. Final failme may occur h
an apparently small percentage of total lifettie. The evidence for this
statement is scarce; however, in deliberate attempts to obtain spectiens
having appreciable crack depth, either failme occurred or the crack
depth generally was less than 0.005 inch.

(4) At 3.5.0 ksi, the trsasition between slow propagation smd fast
propagation may have been less marked. A number of spectiens were found
which contained cracks of appreciable depth.

(5) Failhme data at a particular stress level usually show appreci-
able scatter. The experimental evidence suggests that such scatter also
is etident in crack initiation and in crack propagation. Stice failure
is dependent both on initiation and propagation of a crack, the scatter
in failure data must reflect on factors associated with crack initiation
and with crack propagation.
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Study of 2-lhch-DiameterNotched Spectiens

. Crack propagation studies of the larger size notched spectiens were
CaKCid Out at 22.5 ksi. A few additional fatigue tests were carried
out at higher stresses to compsre l?ailme data with those of small=
dismeter notched specimens. Results are plotted in figure 8. me limited
data suggest that spectiens with notches of both severities were behaving
Smlarly.

Visual observation of initial cracking also was attempted with about
the ssme degree of success as with small specimens. Therefore, the same
procedme was adopted for these tests as for the smaller notched speci-
mens. Crack depth usually was measured on three cross sections.

Data from these tests sxe listed in table IV. EI view of the lsrge
size of these specimens and attendant costs of machining and testing,
only a limited nuniberof tests were run. From the table, however, it is
seen that the most sharply notched specimens were cracked to an average
depth of about 0.009 inch at a lifetime of only 500 cycles.

Information obtatied from these tests is plotted on crack-depth—
lifetime coordinates infigwe 7. The triangles represent average.crack
depth for notched specimens (Kt = 5.2); the squares represent average
crack depth for the more severely notchd spectiens.

The following couents are of interest:

(1) Thelifetime to form unobservable crack is low. The tests
demonstrate that cracks of appreciable depth (0.009 inch) are present
at 500 cycles of 22.5-ksi stress. C!racksmay have been present at an
appreciably smaller number of cycles.

(2) Tn the range of low to middle lifettie (<200,000 cycles), crsck
growth a~ears to be at a rate more rapid than for the small-diameter
specimens. Jn this region, the crack depth sround the circumference
appems fairly constmt.

(3) At 22.5 ksi W for lifetimes in excess of 2@,0cxl cycles,
there appesm to be a marked deceleration of crack growth. This is in
the range of lifetime where acceleration of crack ~owth occws for
l/4-inch-diameter specimens.

(4) Crack propagation of lsrge specimens notched with Kt = 5.2
smd Kt = 13.9 appears the same. Note that all the data can be included
withtn a narrow band.

. . .- .- ___ _ _ .
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DISCUSSION

References 1, 3, amd 4 show, for small

.

unnotched and mildly notched
bars, that crack &o~ tnitially is slow and in later stages is rapid.
h one of these investigations, (ref. 4) on 2024-T4 alloy, crack initia-
tion reqtied 40 to 90 percent of the lifetime of a mildly notched speci-
men, depending on stiess level. The present investigation on severely
notched bars of 202k-Tk alloy shows essentially the same crack-~owth
pattern. The major difference noted in this investigation was in
earlier crack taitiation. ~ these tests at 22.5 ksi, fatigue cracks
were observal at less than 0.25 percent of the average ltietime to
failure.

Early development of cracks also was observed in the large bars.
Ih f@e 7, bands are drawn of crack depth versus cycles showing dM-
ferences in crack development for smald.-sad largediameter specimens.
These differences in behavior noted in the figure, ftist in early stages
and then at long= lifetimes, might result from a nmber of factors
including (1) clifferences in residual stress at the notch root resulting
from machining, (2) differences in the gross residual-stress pictwe
resulting from heat treatment, (3) differences in stress gradient and
other factors related to specimen size, and (4) others.

The expertient in which the behavior of a large bar having a
polished notch was compar~ with that of a bar having an unpolished
notch suggests that local stresses from machining msy not be of major
importance in these studies. This is in accord with DeForest’s work
(ref. 2) on SAE 1020.steel. He found that, althou@ surface finish
changed fatigue life at a given stress by a factor of 4, the growth of
cracks was independent of surface state.

As described earlier, qualitative evidence of residual compressive
stresses was found in the lsrge bars. Such stresses might be expected
to influence crack propagation. &nall-bar behavior would be expected
to be less influenced by such stresses, since residual stmesses should
be relieved when the small bars are sectioned from the large bars.

Evidence of a stiess-gradient effect or of a size effect in crack
growth is scsrce. Moore (ref. 1) states that large bars (l-inch diam-
eter) of railroad axle steel required a longer time from crack tiitia-
tion to failure than did small bars (O.3-inch diameter) of the ssme
steel. On the other hand, the smaller specimens lived longer at a given
stress than did the larger bars. The data from this investigation are
h accord with Moore’s first observation but not with the second.

A nunber of investigatorshave attempted to develop expressions
relating crack length to the number of cycles of repeated stress (see,
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for example, refs. 3 and 7). H such expressions sxe applicable to the
case of a severely notched bsr, it can be shown that the rate of crack
propagation is a function of the stress at the tip of the crack and the
crack depth. Considmation was given to these various expressions with
reference to the Mnited data available. However, explanation of the
observation by means of such expressions seems unduly speculative at
present. It would appear that further experimental information should
precede extensive analysis.

Esrly crack initiation for notches with high values of Kt and

factors influencing rates of crack propagation~ be of considerable
interest in airfrsme structures. However, it might be desirable ftist
to explore whether snother heat of 2024-@ would show effects of the
ssme natue and magnitude before mak@ fmther detailed study of the
present heat. With such further study, it should be possible to relate
this behavior to residual stiesses causedby extrusion and/or heat treat-
ment (for exsmple, by studying the behavior of large amd small spectiens
from smnealed bars).

IX such expertients validated speculations considered in this inves-
tigation, further studies of crack initiation and propagation rate h
relation to residual stresses resulting from extrusion sad heat treatment
may be destiable.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

h this investigation, V-notched bsrs of 2024-@+ alwnimm alloy
were tested h rotating-bending fatigue. Two sizes of specimens were
involved, lfi-inch-diameter and 2-inch~iameter specimens. The notches
studied hid severities of ~ = 5.2 and 13.9. A nmbm of hrkresting

observations were made during the course of the study related to crack
initiation and crack propagation.

It appears that cracks initiated h severely notched bsrs earlier
than in unnotched or mildly notched bars. Noticeably deep fatigue cracks
were evident at 1,000 cycles or less at a stress level for which (h the
case of l/4-inch~iameter notched bars) failure might have been expected

c in the range 200,000 to 1,700,000 cycles. Propagation of these cracks
appesmd to be very slow for a ma~or percentage of the LLfetime. Accel-
eration of crack growth, shortly before failure, appeard to be associ-
ated with selected regions of the advancing crack front.

Differences in largedismeter amd small-diameter spechnen behavior
were evident. These may have been associated with residual stresses
which were shown qualitatively to be in the large bars.

—- —..— _____ _ -_ — —., , 1 -I.
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It would appear that fm%her exploration of this behavior should
be made both expb?imatdly and smalytically to complement and extend
the present knowledge of crack propagation.

Battelle Memorial Ihstitute,
Columbus, Ohio, July 29, 1955.
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ULTRASONIC TESTING OF 2024-T4 ALTMCNLM-ALLOY EARS

APPENDIX

Ultrasonic testtig of bars of 202$-Kl%aluminum alloy was considered
necesssry early in the investigation. In a previous investigation of
notch-size effect on 7075-T6 alloy (ref. 8), considerable scatter in
test results was encountered. Recent experiences in the aircraft industry
(refs. 9 and 10) suggested that such scatter may result from metallmgical
discontinuities such as inclusions and gas porosity. The ultrasonic
inspection was carried out in sn attempt to screen out bars containhg
such discontinuities.

Approximately 40 bars were examined. These were sectioned from 7
of the n-foot round rods. Some of the bars were machined to a length
of approximately 24 inches; others were machined to a 6-inch length.
All bars had the ends csrefully faced off by lathe-tuning.

The first inspection was one of flaw detection. This was done with
an ultrasonic Reflectoscope. The Reflectoscope is a pulse @_pe of bx#xru-
ment that sends out a pulse of ultrasonic ener~ and receives aback
reflection from any disconttiui~ such as the end of the bar or an inclu-
sion or porosi~. The bars were checked using the end-to-end technique
at a frequency of 5 megacycles - the top frequency of the Instrument.
Flaws were discovered h seven bars, four from a round rod identified by
the letter G and three from a round rod identified by the letter C.
These bars also were checked on a special laboratory ultrasonic instru-
ment at a frequency of 10 megacycles. This ~trument is quite similar
to the Reflectoscope. No additional flaws were discovered with this
hstrument . <

Two of the bars lettered C were sulmittd to the metallographic
laboratory for examination. The bar numbered C7 had a tiace on the
Reflectoscope screen as shown h figure 9. In this photograph, the
verticsl trace at the left represents the initial.pulse; that at the
right is the reflection at the end of the bar. The small blip near the
initial pulse represents reflection from some disconttiui@. Since the
length between initial pulse and end reflection represented 24 inches
on the bar, the distsnce to the discontinuity could be determined.
Measurements of the appropriate distances on the film when convertml
to inches for the bar suggested the discontinuity to be 6.9 inches from
the specimen end.

The bar was sectioned ~ inches from the end. It then was csrefully

polish~. At a depth corresponding to about 6.7 inches, an ticlusion

———— .—.
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was found. The end view of the inclusion is
in figure 10(a). The spectien was remounted

NACA ~3685

.

shown magnified 100 times
and polished frcm the side

to determdne the length-of the inclusion. It was-found to be about
~~~xtich in length.

.

IR@ure 10(b) shows the side view of the ticlusion
●

Similar results were obtatied on specjm,enC5. The tilusion found
is observed in figwe Xl..

On the basis of these results, no specimens were used from rods
lettered C @ G, since inclusions appearal to string out along the
length of the bar.

Other ultrasonic study included an investigation of attenuation
properties of the bsrs. This was done by the back-echo decsy methcd.
When the sweep frequency of the Reflectoscope is adjusted so that all
multiple back reflections are shown on the Reflectoscope, the back
reflections present an exponential decay pattern. The number of back
reflections w be related to fatigue behavior, but such a relation-
ship may be clifficult to ascertain.

Back-reflection decay patterns were recorded by photograph- the
cathode-rsy tube screen. A set of five reflection patterns was taken
on each bar at 7 megacycles. One of these was at the center of the
bsr; the other four were at w ticrements on a circle 1 inch from the
axis of the bar.

Attenuation patterns obtained at the center of the bar could be
placed in three categories based on the size of the first back reflec-
tion, that is, large, medium, and small, with the @eater decrement
associated with the larger initial reflection. With regard to attenua-
tion patterns at tie four ouber positions, considerable variation was
noted from bsr to bar and also withti the same bar. The cause for these
vaiations may be geometric and metallurgical. The variations also may
be influenced by the coupling of the ultrasonic transducer to the bsr.

Some study of attenuation patterns was also carried out using a
10-megacycle excitation. The results were similar to those obtained
with a lower frequency sign.al.

The results of the attenuation pattern did not directly ~luence
the selection or rejection of any of the round bars. Of more inpor-tance
to the program were the flaw-detection tests using ultrasonics. Such
tests were useful in screening from the program material which may have
provided undesirable veriabili@ in results.
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TKKLEI

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 2024-9% ALIMIMUM-AIWY EXTRUDED ROD

Ultimate Yield strength, Mcd.ulusof
Sper&en ~trm, O.2-percent, elastici~, Reduction

ksi ksi ksi in area, percent

A4 49.0 9,600 u.6
A4-2 %:: 46.0 10,450 16.4

73.2 51.3
32

10,550 12.2
66.’7 44.3 10,320 14.4

C4 72.5 50.5 10,450 14.2
C4-2 65.6 43.7 10,OOO 14.2

50.3 10,800 u..8
2-2 g:; 46.o 10,550 15.3

n*7 49.0
%2

10,220 U*5
65.1 44.5 10,450 15.6

* 74.0 51.0 10,450 12.o
F4-2 66.4 46.o 10,450 15.7
G4 ~.1 51.0 11,500 u_.8
G4-2 66.0 45.5 10,450 15.7

%e sxes of the -2 spectiens were 1 inch from the center of the—
3-inch round rod, and the axes of the other spechens coincided with the
axis of the 3-inch round rod.

—
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!cAELBII

FATIGUE-TEST!RESWJB ON @!-~-DIAMEWiR NOK!HEDSPWm

I 1
specimen Maximumncwlnel FatigueMl%Mme,

stress,,ksi cycles

Umotched specimens

%52%

D55-5A
D55-4A
D52-3
D52Ji
D54-5
D51-5A
1524A
I@b4
IY36-5A
~2-3A
D54-5A
D51-5
D53-5
D53-5A
D51y

D52iA
151-5A

E61~A
B63-2
B56-5A
EJ51-3A
X6-2
B53-3
B51-2
B63-5
.9B61-2A
B53-2h

21:
W&4
E66-3A
E!65-5“
E65-2
B@@A
X4-5
B53-5A
E61+A
%4-5A

%=;A
E-53-4A
B61-2A

50.0

i%::
40.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
27.5
27.5
25.0
25.0
22.5
22.5

Notchedspecimmm;& . 5.2

19,000
20,000
153,000
167,m
315,mo
340,000
35J+,000
417,CKI0
440,CM
m,wo

1,384,CY30
l@O,(xH)
1,57’j’,cx)o
10,225,CH3O
1,820,000
3,120,000
7,393,m3
9,9m,m

%4, 534,000
%5,0cK),c00

40.0
40.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
30.0
30.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
22.5
22.5
22.5
22.3
22.5
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
17.5
15.0
15.0

6,cx30
19,m
17,CCQ
19,m
20,020
60,(200
U2,mo
160,000
2U,CM
353,mo
367,cwI
419,000
435,0CH3
205,000
333,030
4!a+jcQo
474,000
q’,cm

:;L?Z
blo,215,m
%0, 7’95,000
23,085,cxlo
17,292,000
b42,540,cmo

%Chese specimenswere previouslytested at lower stresslevelsand didnot fail.
bThese specimensdid not fail.

..— —. —.———. .— .— .—



TABLE III

CRACIC-D~ MMWRWNE ON @Mt?CH-DIAME~ NcmlHED Smlmm

Maxim-m
C-rackdqth measwements, in.

Av&age

Spectien
nominal. Duration of crack

depth ,
‘treBB~ ‘eSt’ cfilea E&tion 1 Section 2 Section 3 8ection 4 ~

ksl .

B65-3A 35.0 1,000 0.0C47 Own 0.(K44 ------ 0.0C!48
B524A 35.0 8,000 .CxM .0051 .m 0 .Mri8 .0035
62-2 35.0 10,CQO .03.34 ● 0177 .01% .0133 .0160
B64y 35.0 20,000 ------ .0120 --.,--- .03s .0208

35.0 21,Oci) .0317 .0376 .0306
E.52-2A

.0371 .0342
35.0 W,ooo .0510 .0370 .0379 .qm .@t25

B@-2A 100,000 .0264 .C@+ .0228 .0167 .@
E62-3A z; u),om .cJ131 .0255 .0244 .0418 .0330
B55-4A 22.5 1,030 .0024 ------ .oo@ .0013
E56-2A 22.5

.CX)14
10,CO3 ------ .mu ------ .0024 .0018

I%;-y 22.5 lm, m .0025 .CKQ4 .0025 .0029 .Ooz

22.5 lm, m .0026
~2~

.(K58 .Ke3 .0029 .c@6
22*5 3c0,m .0i)22 .C038 .CxEo .0002 ● mu
22,5 350,0cQ .Cnm

~6:~ 22,5
.(X331 .0031 .0039 .0033

350,CW .0025 ● dt55 .@34 .0022 ● 0251
22*5 610,w .0CQ3 .0030 .m28

B56~
.(M28 .0026

22.5 626,000 ------ .0025 .(X)33 .(X)31 .0030
P66-kA 22.5 1,078,0CQ .0031 .0026 .0Q52 .c030
B66-5

.0030
22.5” 1,300,020 ●W .0029

B62-5
.fx127 .0322 .0022

22.5 1,400,000 .0520 .0358 .03!% .(%83 .0489
E&5A 2Q.O 10,215,003 .@6 .Ochg .CM)31 .0338
FM?+-2 20.0 10,795,WI .CQ31 ●W% .m31 :Z8 .@2 El
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0

TAPLEIV

FATIGUEDATA AND CRACK-DEPTH~ ON 2-IICH—DIAJ5TERNOTCHED SmmMENs

Duration
Crack-de- measurements,in. Average

ncdnal ~ ~*t
* imen Ren@rs

crack
stiess,

cycles’ y,
ksi section1 Section2 section3 .

Rootradius,o.o16inch;q = 5.2

A5 32.5 79,CKX)FaSle3 ----- ----- ->--- -----

B2 22.5 4,97,003 Dianotfaxl O.cw O.mo ----- 0.CJ!2

D2 22.5 8,120,cM)Crdrea, W ----- ----- ----- -----
not fail

lx? 22.5 9,260,000RenacMnedand ----- -— -- —--- -----
polished,dld
not fail

D2 27.5 679,0comea ----- ----- ----- -----

B5 22.5 8,015,0cQCrackObSti, ----- ----- ----- -----

10,MX2cycles

B3 22.5 200,000 TeatStcfpp@ .036 .040 0.031 .036

m 22.5 6,000 TestStuppea .028 .026 ----- .027

A6 15.0 14,828,5cN)Crackobservd, .019 .014 .018 .017
9,090cycles,
teatstopped

Rootradius, O.CKP inch;~ = 13.9

IQ 30.0 1C4,8U0 FSxled -.--- ----- ----- -----

In2 30.0 170,100 Faslea ---- --—- ----- -----

A3 22.5 500 TeatBtopped 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.00!3

w 22.5 3,CXM TeBtBtuppd .015 .017 .016 .016

D7 22.5 ‘2c0,0cK1TestSbYppea ----- .030 .045 .038

D6 22.5 I,624,cw TestStopped .045 .W ---– .036

D3 22.5 7,299,000Test Stoppea .031 .CEJ ---- .&l

,

.— -—— —. . .
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$’ -diam. specimen

r

2“- diam. specimen

f

Figure 1.- Location of specimens in 3-inch-diameterround bars.
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~+-
~,=;yl=~”
(a) l/4-inch-diameterunnotched Sp~CiJIleI1.

<

Minimum
diameter

0.250
2.000

2.000

Maximum
diameter

r

0.312 0.002

2.500 .016

2.500 .002

60

60

60

(b) Notched

Figure 2.- botched

configuration (see table for dimensions).

and notched l/4-inch-dismeter spectiens and notched
2-tich-diameter specimens
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Figure 6.- ~oop hardness nmbers on cross section of notched specimen
shown in fi~e 4.
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Figure 8.- Canparison of failure data obtdnd with large-diameter notched

SK imens vim dab from lfi -inch-diameter speciineu.
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Figure 9.- Reflectoscope pattern of bsr C7.
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(a) End view of inclusion; 100X.

T

(b) Side

Figure 10.-

+-

&&

.

view of inclusion;

lhclu.aionfound in

45x.

bar C7.
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(a) Side view of inclusion; YjX.

#

(b) Mlarged view of inclusion; 100X.

Figwe 11.- lhclusion found in bsr C5.
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